3 days/2 nights
MONFERRATO: LAND OF WINEYARDS
AND “INFERNOT.. IN eBIke!
Recently been joined the UNESCO World Heritage under the name "Wine landscapes
of Piedmont: Langhe-Roero and Monferrato", Monferrato will give you surprises and
amazement, landscape after landscape, hill after hill, vineyard after vineyard, tasting
after tasting. The Monferrato, land of wines, castles and villages will amaze you with its
beauty and peculiarity above ground but will enchant also below its lands, within the
"infernot".
You may wonder: What it is a “infernot? They are local
dug underground, several meters deep, sometimes
under the cellar, to store bottles of the most valuable
in the warmer months, maybe those who had a
sentimental value: vintages of a marriage or the birth
of a son. They were also meeting places for getting
together with friends, drinking and eating in happy
company.
What a perfect opportunity to discover hills, wines,
gastronomy, villages and castles of Monferrato,
maybe riding an electric pedal assisted cycle,
riding in an easy, relaxed and effortless way to discover this unknown and amazing
corner of Piedmont?

Who is this package for?: to all those people who want to discover
in a "slow" but active manner a corner of Piedmont full of culture,
religion, art, nature and outdoor sports. Suitable for all ages, does
not require any preparation, except for a pair of comfortable shoes,
shorts with pad for the bike trip..and the desire to discover Monferrato
on a bike, why not on an Electric Pedal Cycle bike. The rafting
course is easy, fun, always assisted by professional guides who will
take care of everything!
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PROGRAM 3 days/2 nights
Day 1: Meeting at 10:00 am in Casale, in
front of Po and Orba Rivers Park
headquarters, where you will find your bike,
in case you would like to rent it. You will meet
your Nature & Biking Guide who will assist you all the way and will show you the program
of the tour. A van will then collect your luggage that you will find every night in your
hotel / agritourism. The morning is dedicated to a guided tour by bike of Casale’s center
city, its Cathedral, the Synagogue. Stop and wine tasting at the Enoteca del Monferrato
and at a local producer of typical Casale biscuits, krumiri.
After lunch in Casale Monferrato, you will discover the circuit of infernot!, the hills,
vineyards and castles, an easy ride on quiet roads and easy trails. Arrive in Moleto at a
fabulous agritourism where you can relax near the
swimming pool before dinner and a well-earned rest.
Day 2: after breakfast, visit to the village of Rosignano
Monferrato and first stop tasting and visit to the historic
cellars of the Uviglie Castle.
The tour then continues up to Cella Monte, a village built
entirely using local stone, Pietra del Cantione, and visit the
most beautiful Infernot in Monferrato.
After the visit of the Pietra del Cantone Museum, and a wine
tasting at a local winery, we will continue our ride through Sala Monferrato and Ottiglio
to get to our stop for lunch. After a well-deserved rest, restart riding on the hills of
Monferrato and arrival in Vignale Monferrato for dinner and overnight, maybe with a
relaxing dip in the pool!
Day 3: another great day to discover Monferrato!
Departure from the hotel and riding your bike, through the
other villages of the Infernot circuit.
The journey will continue until Camagna and continue to
Conzano and Terruggia with a quiet lunch and the tour of
the historic cellars and infernot of a local winery. Refreshed
and rested, you will go towards Casale for the last few
kilometers.
Arrival in Casale where you will leave the bikes to take your
means for the return journey. End of the tour.
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Price per person (minimum 10 people): € 350,00 per person.
Single room supplement: € 30,00 per person.
The price includes: 2 half board in double room, 3 full day Nature & Biking Guide, 3
days presence of an emergency and luggage transport van, 3 lunches, 3 wine and local
products tasting, ticket entrance and visit of infernot.
The price does not include: extras, bike rental, bus transfers, anything not mentioned
in "the price includes"
Options: Bugella Welcome by Scaramuzzi Viaggi will be happy to customize the
package to suit your needs.
Possible additional quotations:
 transfers to / from the airport
 rent bus / minibus / car transfers on site.
 Quotes for small groups or individuals.
Electric Pedal Cycle bike rental: € 40,00 per day, helmet
included.
Validity: 31.12.2015
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